WEATHER DISCUSSION SCHEDULE

I suggest using the AOS department’s website which has links to satellite, radar, surface maps, etc. (http://aos.wisc.edu/weather/index.htm). I would begin by using a current weather map and observations and then go through the different satellite images and radar. When you show the satellite images, make sure to describe what is going on (high clouds vs low clouds, etc). Then maybe show the forecast for the next few days. Perhaps decide if you think there’s going to be any interesting weather in the next few days? I would suggest using the links at the bottom of my website or http://www.aos.wisc.edu/weather/index.htm which has everything linked. You can set up on the computer in the room before class starts.

February 8- Brian Hardy & Kevin Lam
February 15- Joe Poirier & Tony Lumina
February 22- Kate Ballard & Wendy Kramper
March 1- Steffany Spangler & Brandy Cummings
March 8- Kelly Erickson & Emily Dretzka
March 15- Arielle Danieli, Malia Silvert & Shana Birger
March 22- Tyra Walker & Meg Perry
April 5- Ben Killingsworth & Taylor Thompson
April 12- Jeni Savage & Amanda Gumber
April 19- Andrew Ticho & Chloe Brown
April 26- Katy Kaja & Jenna Malinen
May 3- Jackson Krupp & Amy Verhey